Abstract: Species delimitation directly impacts on global biosecurity. It is a critical element in the decisions made by national governments in regard to the flow of trade and to the biosecurity measures imposed to protect countries from the threat of invasive species. Here we outline a novel approach to species delimitation, "tip to root", for two highly invasive insect pests, Bemisia tabaci (sweetpotato whitefly) and Lymantria dispar (Asian gypsy moth). Both species are of concern to biosecurity, but illustrate the extremes of phylogenetic resolution that present the most complex delimitation issues for biosecurity; B. tabaci having extremely high intraspecific genetic variability and L. dispar composed of relatively indistinct subspecies. This study tests a series of analytical options to determine their applicability as tools to provide more rigorous species delimitation measures and consequently more defensible species assignments and identification of unknowns for biosecurity. Data from established DNA barcode datasets (COI), which are becoming increasingly considered for adoption in biosecurity, were used here as an example. The analytical approaches included the commonly used Kimura two-parameter (K2P) inter-species distance plus four more stringent measures of taxon distinctiveness, (1) Rosenberg's reciprocal monophyly, (P(AB)), 1 (2) Rodrigo's (P(randomly distinct)), 2 (3) genealogical sorting index, ( gsi), 3 and (4) General mixed Yule-coalescent (GMYC).
Introduction
Species delimitation and assigning individuals to species should not be confused with the species concept debate. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Species delimitation is the methodological problem of inferring boundaries and numbers of species; it is an essential prerequisite for accurate species identification with implications at multiple levels, from founding taxonomy to systematic biology, organismal research and measuring biodiversity. This is distinct from the concept of a species, which is a theoretical matter of defining categories based on any one of many contemporary and often conflicting views. 9 The latter has its own critical influence on subsequent decisions and actions, but for most practical purposes the taxonomic unit of a species is frequently delimited through the use of discriminating morphological characters. Where these are lacking, as in the case of cryptic species complexes, species boundaries may be fuzzy, leading to the practical problem of then assigning identity.
In such situations, where the morphological species boundaries are fuzzy, molecular genetic information is often relied upon as an additional means by which to delimit and identify species. Methods based on the use of DNA sequencing and large reference datasets for both research and operational application have become more popular over the last 20 years. Of these, data for genes such as mitochondrial cytochrome oxidase one (mtCOI) DNA barcodes for vertebrates and invertebrates, [16] [17] [18] mitochondrial cytochrome b for fish, 19, 20 18S and 28S rDNA for nematodes, 21, 22 ITS rDNA for fungi 23, 24 and 16S for bacteria species 25, 26 are all potential assets for critical applications such as biosecurity diagnoses. Analytical methods for species delimitation are frequently based on exclusivity and have typically relied upon genetic distance, gene tree monophyly or statistical parsimony networks. These measures also require subjective decisions regarding thresholds for species boundaries 23, [27] [28] [29] [30] and are vulnerable to producing false negative and false positive assignments. 31 The use of lineage divergence based on the Kimura 2 parameter (K2P) model of molecular evolution 32 to produce generic rules such as the 3% and 10× rule used in DNA barcoding 17, 33 is a case in point. [34] [35] [36] Improvements on this include methods for utilizing multiple genes to infer species trees that can then be used to aid in species delimitation 3, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] and avoid the potential pitfalls of single gene phylogenies. 47, 48 Such progress in phylogenetic theory has lead to the development of ideas and software to generate a species tree from several gene trees with statistical support, hence obviating the need to rely on use of a single gene tree and subjective assignment decisions.
The benefit of using multilocus phylogenies to confidently delimit species is clear (eg 49 ). However, in contrast to research-driven queries, there is not the time to develop the ideal dataset in response to often unpredictable biosecurity events where rapid decisions are necessary eg, a day to decide whether to reject a shipment at a port of entry. As such, for the foreseeable future, the appeal of using data that largely exists across a useful taxonomic range for only single genes will remain. Unfortunately species identity based on sequence similarity usually relies on the convenience of rudimentary analyses and subjective interpretation of species limits. Further, in cases without a well-resolved phylogeny, it is difficult to identify unknowns; therefore species delimitation of a well resolved phylogeny must precede attempts at identification. This study therefore tests a series of analytical options to determine their applicability as tools to provide more rigorous species delimitation measures and consequently more defensible species assignments for biosecurity.
Biosecurity as defined by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 50 is "A strategic and integrated approach that encompasses the policy and regulatory frameworks (including instruments and activities) for analysing and managing relevant risks to human, animal and plant life and health, and associated risks to the environment." 50 In particular, this covers areas such as food safety, zoonoses, the introduction of animal and plant pathogens and plant, vertebrate and invertebrate pests, the introduction and release of living modified organisms and deliberate introduction and management of alien species. 51 A key role in the delivery of biosecurity is the regulation of trade and market access and underpinning these are the international standards, guidelines and recommendations that exist under the International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC), the World Organization for Animal Health and the Codex Alimentarius Commission. 50, 52 In terms of plant biosecurity, the central role of the IPPC is to coordinate work to prevent the spread and introduction of pests of plants and plant products, and to promote appropriate measures for their control, with minimal disruption to trade (https://www.ippc. int/). A key element here is the international standards for phytosanitary measures which are administered through member countries National Plant Protection Organisations (NPPO). The NPPO plays the lead role in ensuring regulatory compliance so as to reduce the likelihood that pests of plants and plant products are spread via trade. Central to this is the capacity to identify species of concern either to the NPPO's country or to its trading partners accurately and in a timely manner. It is therefore crucial that NPPOs have the capacity to accurately assign organisms of concern to the correct species. In other words, NPPOs must incorporate an ability to delimit species accurately.
These present NPPOs with a particular challenge as they are tasked with making species assignments as part of their role as regulators and imposers of standards. The consequences of inaccurate species identification as a consequence of poor species delimitation are highlighted by the following examples. In 2004 (http://www.worldtradereview.com/news.asp?p Type=N&iType=A&iID=79&siD=26&nID=14049) Pakistan rejected a shipment of wheat from Australia worth AUD$18 million due to contamination with the fungus fungal pathogen karnal bunt, Tilletia horrida Takah. It was subsequently found that, rather than T. horrida, the shipment contained the recently discovered close relative, T. walkeri, which is of no biosecurity significance and therefore did not warrant the economically significant quarantine intervention that had ensued. Central to this was the taxonomic confusion over the identity of the species used as the positive control in the diagnostic analysis; these initial species were assigned as positive controls. This, which in turn undermined the reliability of the diagnostic test, led to a false positive result. 53 In response, Rossman (2008) observed "This situation illustrates the dire need for accurate phylogenetic information upon which to base molecular diagnostic tests. Such tests are not accurate without the essential underpinning of systematic knowledge"; a key element here is the capacity to delineate reliably between species.
Another example is the case of myrtle rust, Uredo rangelii and guava rust, Uredo psidii or Puccinia psidii (the former is the name assigned to the asexual stage and the latter to the sexual stage). These pathogens are of biosecurity concern to regulators in Australia and overseas as they have the potential to infect and cause serious disease in many species of Myrtaceae, a family of many significant Australian native plant species. The identification of the specific pathogen responsible is critical as it has different and important implications in terms of international quarantine and market access as the quarantine and market access measures imposed with the aim of restricting spread from Australia will be based on the identity of the pathogen and will vary considerably depending on the species. To date, debate continues as to whether they are the same or different species and indeed how many species there are in the guava rust complex. [54] [55] [56] [57] Furthermore, it has been suggested that Puccinia psidii sensu lato is neither a species of Puccinia nor a member of the Pucciniaceae. 58 The solution to the identity of the pathogen is considered to lie in molecular phylogenetic analysis and the challenge will be to generate a new molecular phylogenetic analysis to determine species boundaries has been called for. 57 Similarly, in the true fruit flies (Tephritidae), which contain a number of economically significant pests, there are several cases where species boundaries are uncertain eg, the species complexes of Anastrepha fraterculus, 59 Ceratitis FAR (fasciventris, anonae, rosa) 60 and Bactrocera dorsalis. 61 These present considerable challenges for NPPO's as species identity is a key element, from demonstrating area freedom as part of market access arrangements, to mobilizing implementing effective eradication or management strategies that rely on species-specific methods such as the sterile insect technique (mating of releasing sterile male flies with to mate with wild female flies). A case in point is the incursion of B. papayae, which eventually cost AUD$35 million to eradicate from Australia between 1995-1999. Here, difficulty the failure of amongst taxonomists to agree on the specifics identification within the complex resulted in resistance by growers to implement the crucial implementation of initial quarantine restrictions during the initial phase of the eradication campaign. 62 To explore the issue of species delimitation based on DNA data, the recently developed phylogenies for two invasive species of both systematic biology and biosecurity interest, Bemisia tabaci (sweetpotato whitefly) 63 and Lymantria dispar (Asian gypsy moth), of damage globally 65, 66 and are regarded as regulated species by a number of countries or regions, eg, Australia, the EU and New Zealand. Bemisia tabaci is globally distributed and capable of causing extensive damage to major vegetable, grain, legume and fiber crops. 67 It is currently described as a single species, but this has been subject to ongoing debate with the most recent publications arguing that it is a species complex (see 63 for review). In Europe, for example (EPPO data sheets on quarantine pests, http://www. eppo.org/QUARANTINE/insects/Bemisia_tabaci/ BEMITA_ds.pdf), phytosanitary certificates for plants and parts of plants for propagation, some cut flowers and fresh foliage are required to declare freedom from non-European populations of B. tabaci 68 -yet what defines non-European is unresolved. Bemisia tabaci is genetically complex 63 with at least 28 distinct genetic groups identified based on mtCOI 63, [69] [70] [71] and these are regarded in Dinsdale et al 70 and De Barro et al 63 as putative species. The species level delimitation proposed by Dinsdale et al 70 and De Barro et al   63 is supported by all available mating compatibility studies which show either no copulation between putative species or significant declines in fitness in the resultant F1 and F2 generations, but at present no morphological characters have been found to distinguish the different putative species. [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] The two putative species of considerable biosecurity concern are Middle East Asia Minor 1 (includes what is commonly referred to as biotype B, hereon MEAM1) and Mediterranean (includes what is currently referred to as biotype Q, hereon MED).
The second species, Lymantria dispar s.l., is one of the most destructive pests of forest, shade, fruit and ornamental trees throughout the northern hemisphere. 78, 79 In contrast to B. tabaci, it is already recognized as being composed of subspecies; originally L. dispar dispar and L. dispar japonica, 80 but more recently including a third L. dispar asiatica. 81 Each has different implications for biosecurity. Primarily Asian females of L. dispar have larger wings and are capable of sustained flight (therefore capable of greater geographic spread) [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] whereas those of European and North American "populations" are not. 87, 88 Unfortunately, female flight ability is not the only a trait associated with the Asian strain, 85 and delimitation is further confounded by overlapping geographic ranges, variation in behaviour (attraction to light) and host preferences within a broad host range; all of which are important indicators of their relative invasive capability and biosecurity importance. Molecular data have so far failed to clarify taxonomically assigned subspecies boundaries. MtCOI restriction haplotypes have suggested broadly three groups, North America, Europea/Siberia, and Asia, 85 while mtCOI barcode data and unsupported clades in a neighbor-joining (NJ) phylogeny indicate groupings of L. dispar dispar from North America and France (2), L. dispar dispar from Europe and Western Asia, and L. dispar asiatica/japonica. 64 This study utilizes a "tip to root" approach for assessing taxonomic distinctiveness as a novel means of removing the subjectivity of species delimitation when considering phylogenetic relationships and levels of divergence. Several statistical measures were used to characterize the phylogenies of these two invasive insects as a basis for defining their species limits, ultimately to improve the level of confidence with which unknown individuals can be placed for identification purposes. The measures used are (1) P(AB), a test for taxonomic distinctiveness as determined by the null hypothesis that monophyly is a chance outcome under a model of random coalescence in a single group, 1 (2) The genealogical sorting index (gsi), which quantifies the degree of exclusive ancestry of a particular group on a rooted phylogeny 3 (3) P(RD) which is the probability that a clade has the observed degree of distinctiveness due to a random coalescent process 2 and (4) GMYC. 4, 5 These measures were used to identify, where possible, potential points that represent taxonomic distinctiveness within existing phylogenies for B. tabaci and L. dispar and then compare these findings with the K2P inter-species distances and posterior probabilities that are currently used to support "species" cut-off points.
Materials and Methods Samples
Bemisia tabaci dataset-The B. tabaci dataset consisted of a global sampling of 370 individuals and 657 base pairs of the mtCOI 3′ region (as described in 63, 70 ). The 24 low-level groups described in Dinsdale et al. 70 were identified using a Bayesian analyses and K2P distances and these groups were used as basis for the subsequent analyses of taxonomic distinctiveness. The Bayesian phylogeny was also used to test for taxonomic distinctiveness with no a priori bias of the latter (see description below).
Lymantria dispar dataset-Data from de Waard et al, 64 consisting of 658 base pairs of the DNA barcode mtCOI 5′ for 319 individuals, was re-analysed to produce a Bayesian phylogeny with node support (PP) (lacking in the DeWaard 64 phylogeny) using MrBayes 3.1.2 89 on the BlueFern ® supercomputer at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand. Two independent runs of 8 million generations utilizing eight processors were used, with every 100th tree retained, resulting in a sample of 80,000 trees for each run. The sumt command was used with 25% of the trees discarded as burn-in to produce a consensus tree. Convergence of the Bayesian runs was assessed by the potential scale reduction factor. 90 In addition, the average standard deviation of split frequencies was consistently close to 0.05 for the last 1 million generations of the runs. There was no indication of a lack of convergence of the MCMC. Clades identified within this phylogeny with high posterior probability were used to test for species distinctiveness. K2P distances were calculated in Geneious.
Species distinctiveness measures
The species delimitation plugin 91 for Geneious 92 was used to calculate Rosenberg's reciprocal monophyly, P(AB) 1 and Rodrigo's (P(RD) 2 measures. The genealogical sorting index (gsi) 3 statistic was calculated in R based on the estimated tree and the assignment file that contains user specified groups (see http://www. genealogicalsorting.org/). Two different assignment files were generated for the gsi for each dataset: one based on previously-defined taxonomic groups, and the other containing groups within those as determined a priori here. Each of the assignment files was run with the known phylogeny and an R script that specifies the number of permutations (200,000 permutations across 4 processors). All of the gsi analyses were run using R on the BlueFern ® cluster at The University of Canterbury. To assess the significance of the gsi P-values the Bonferroni correction was used as follows. For the B. tabaci previously defined groups, excluding those with only one representative, resulted in 17 tests therefore the P-value cutoff used is 0.05/17 = 0.002; for the non-predefined groups there were 227 tests (some of the clades were nested and had to be specified differently in various gsi assignment files and required several runs to get all the configurations and associated gsi/P-values) therefore the P-value cut-off is 0.05/227 = 0.00002. The L. dispar gsi run involved 14 tests and the cut-off is 0.05/14 = 0.004.
Species boundaries were also assessed using the GMYC approach, 4, 5 which requires a fully resolved phylogeny with branch length estimates. A Bayesian analyses using BEAST 1.6.1 93 was run on BeSTGRID and the Bluefern Supercomputer at The University of Canterbury, New Zealand. The analysis performed used a relaxed lognormal clock and branch lengths were estimated using a coalescent prior and a GTR + I + γ model of evolution. The GMYC employs a coalescent as the null model to explain branching patterns and so the coalescent prior gives more conservative results as it is more likely to ignore a coalescent-speciation transition. 4, 5 Two independent runs were completed for each insect data set. The BEAST runs consisted of 50 million generations with trees sampled every 5,000th generation. Convergence of the runs was checked using Tracer v1.5.4
94 and the ESS values were well above 200 for each run. Log Combiner v1.5.4 95 was used to combine the trees from each of the runs and the burnin (1001 trees) were removed. TreeAnnotator v1.5.4
96 summarized the trees (maximum clade credibility and median height specified) and produced one singe maximum clade credibility tree that was then used for the input into the SPLITS package for the R statistical environment (https://r-forge.r-project.org/ projects/splits).
In addition to species delimitation measures, the Geneious plugin 91 also generates values for species identification based on the groups being tested. For the groups of interest P ID(Strict) and P ID Liberal) were also calculated (Tables 2 and 3 ). This was done following the methods described in Ross et al. 31 In brief, the plugin facilitates the calculation of the probability (and the 95% confidence interval) of a hypothetical unknown taxon being positively identified in the group of interest.
Analyses using previously defined groups
Previously published phylogenies 63, 64, 70 defining species or taxonomic groups were used to test predefined groups with current measures of species distinctness Evolutionary Bioinformatics 2012:8 (P(AB), P(RD), gsi and GMYC). Groups for B. tabaci were based on percentage divergence (K2P distances). 70 For L. dispar, subspecies were defined based on geographic distribution limits and also on Bayesian assignment tests. 97 These groups were then tested using the species distinctiveness measures (as described above).
Analyses without a priori groups defined
Fixed phylogenies were imported into Geneious and each group (two or more individuals) or clade was tested against its sister group to assess whether it was distinct according to the P(AB) and the P(RD). The B. tabaci analyses consisted of 231 pairwise comparisons across the fixed phylogeny. Each major clade was assigned a number 1-9 ( Fig. 2) , essentially partitioning a naked phylogeny, with no preconceived bias, by systematically working from the tips to the root of the tree analyzing taxonomic distinctiveness. Within each of these clades, additional groups were also assigned a number, for example clade 2, group 1 is given the number 2-1. This process starts at the tips of the tree and works along the branches asking the question: Where on this phylogeny is there enough "distinctiveness" according to the measure to call the groups in question a "species"? For L. dispar, the subspecies previously described 64, 81 were not monophyletic in the consensus phylogeny estimated using MrBayes, estimated here, therefore the P(AB) was not calculated. The iterative tip to root process of assessing taxonomic distinctiveness described above was carried out, but the lack of resolution meant that only 14 pair-wise clade comparisons could be included in the analysis.
The species distinctiveness measures K2P distance/P(RD)/posterior probability/P(AB)/gsi were evaluated and their significance (+ or −) assigned. Significance (+) was determined as .1% K2P difference/.0.05/.0.70/Bonferonni correction values (gsi P-values, see above) respectively; non-significance was coded as "−". For example, with a clade assigned +/+/+/+/+ indicates significant species distinctiveness for all five measures. The criteria to identify portions of the tree that were taxonomically distinct was to have posterior probabilities above 0.70. The other four measures were then evaluated for these groups to determine taxonomic distinctiveness.
Results

Testing B. tabaci predefined groups
Seventeen of the 24 previously defined genetic groups 63, 70 ( Fig. 1) contained multiple haplotypes and were tested using the various species distinctiveness measures ( Table 1 ). All of these groups were monophyletic and the inter-species distance between them ranged from 1.114 to 3.34% divergence (Table 1) . Using the "strict" criterion described by Ross et al, 31 where the reference data set contains similar sequences in a monospecific clade, the probabilities of correctly identifying a hypothetical unknown (query sequences) ranged from 0.54 (0.39, 0.69 with a 95% confidence interval) for Asia II 6 to 0.96 (0.91, 1.0) for the Australia/Indonesia clade. Utilizing a more liberal criterion, where the query sequence falls within a monospecific clade or a sister clade, the probabilities were considerably higher for all of the clades (excluding Asia II 5) having probabilities above 0.90 ( Table 1) .
Rodrigo et al (2008) defines distinctive clades as those that have P(RD) values ,0.05. All of the previously defined genetic groups have P(RD) values ,0.05 (Table 1) . Clade support for the 24 genetic groups ranged from 0.69 for SubSaharan Africa 1 to 1.00 in 10 of the other genetic groups.
Thirteen of the 24 groups tested had significant P(AB) values (P , 10 −5 ) ( Table 1) . In this analysis, 13 groups have gsi values of 1.00, with 12 of these having significant gsi P-values of 5.00E-06, while Asia II 5 had a non-significant P-value after Bonferroni correction (2.10E-03). The two groups with the lowest gsi values were sub-Saharan Africa 1 (0.56, P-value = 5.00E-06) and Asia I (0.49, P-value = 5.00E-06). Australia/Indonesia and sub-Saharan Africa 2 deviated from 1.0 (0.75, P-value = 5.00E-06 and 0.85, P-value = 5.00E-06, respectively).
Testing all B. tabaci groups (no a priori groups defined)
Every group/clade on the estimated phylogeny that contained two or more individuals was tested to assess P(AB) and P(RD) and other various measures plus the gsi (Table 2), using R (http://www.r-project. org/) on the University of Canterbury computer cluster. Figure 2 and the supplemental data show the clustering strategy, with reference to the global phylogeny (Figs. 1 and 2). Table 2 shows the pairwise combinations and corresponding species distinctiveness measures. All groups defined in the supplemental data and Table 2 were tested using gsi (200,000 permutations) and resulted in a greater number of distinctive groups (Table 2) than were previously described as predefined groups in Figure 1 and Table 1 . This included all of the 24 genetic groups described in Dinsdale et al, 70 which were supported by posterior probabilities of at least 0.70 (Table 1 ) and which were defined based on the K2P distances. In addition, results of the clustering strategy outlined in Figure 3 and the supplemental data reveal that there were more clades that were taxonomically distinct based on the criteria outlined in the 63 to show the previously defined groups being tested for species distinctiveness (results shown in Table 1 ).
Evolutionary Bioinformatics 2012:8 Australia (1) notes:
The species delimitation plugin generates: Intra Dist: average pairwise tree distance among members of a predefined clade, Inter Dist: average pairwise tree distance between members of the group of interest and its sister taxa (K2Pdistance), Intra/Inter: The ratio of Intra Dist to Inter Dist, P ID(Liberal): mean probability, with a 95% confidence interval (CI) for a prediction of making a correct identification of an unknown specimen being sister to or within the group of interest, P ID(Strict): mean probability, with a 95% confidence interval (CI) for a prediction of making a correct identification of an unknown specimen being found only in the group of interest,
31
Av(MrcA): mean distance between the most recent common ancestor of the species and its members, P(randomly Distinct): probability that a clade has the observed degree of distinctiveness, 2 clade Support: Bayesian posterior probability (PP), and rosenberg's P AB :
reciprocal monophyly and lastly, the gsi statistic and associated P-value are included. 3 Shaded numbers indicate significance, see figure legends for details and also visual representation as indicated by "+" for significance or "−" for non-significance.
methods section and with higher than 0.70 posterior probabilities. Specifically, clade 2 (sub-Saharan Africa) had 14 additional groups, clade 3 (New World) 8 additional groups, clade 5 (Asia I) 6 additional groups, clade 6 (Asia II) 12 additional groups, clade 8 (Middle East Asia Minor 1) 4 additional groups and clade 9 (Mediterranean) 7 additional groups. These groups were the basis of further investigation while clade 4 (Italy) and clade 7 (Indian Ocean) were omitted as they contained no other well supported groups (PP , 0.70) ( Table 2) . Of the original clades showing additional groups, clade 2, the SubSaharan African clade with 14 well supported clades defined by PP . 0.70, had only seven clades with significant gsi P-values, four of which also had significant P(AB) values. Further analyses showed that clades 2-27 and 2-39 were distinct based on measures excluding the K2P distance (Fig. 3) . For the New World clade (clade 3) with eight well supported clades (PP . 0.70), none were significant by the P(AB) measure, but three had significant gsi P-values (3-1, 3-4, and 3-5). Clade 5 (Asia 1) had six well supported clades (PP . 0.70) all of which had significant gsi P-values and two with significant P(AB) values. In addition, three, clades 5-15, 5-16, and 5-19, had significant K2P distance measures. There was significantly more taxonomic distinctiveness in clade 6 than previously described 70 with 12 additional clades (PP . 0.70), seven of which had significant P(AB) and eight with a significant gsi P-value. Clade 8, Middle East Asia Minor 1, had four groups with significant posterior probabilities, but only 8-6 had significant P(AB) and gsi P-values. Clade 9, Mediterranean, had seven well supported (PP . 0.70) clades, of these six had significant gsi P-values and five significant P(AB) values. Table 4 shows a summary of the clades that were taxonomically distinct. The GMYC analysis supported all the groups identified with the above measures (data not shown).
L. dispar phylogeny and species distinctiveness
The phylogeny for L. dispar (Fig. 4) was not as well resolved as that for B. tabaci ( Figs. 1 and 2 ) and far less complex. In total, 14 clades, based on PP values, (boxed in Fig. 4) were apparent amongst the three taxonomically defined sub-species. The L. dispar dispar group (clade 12) was well supported (PP = 0.85), with eight groups supported as indicated by posterior probabilities above 0.70 (boxed in Fig. 4) . In contrast, the L. dispar asiatica/L. dispar japonica group did not form a monophyletic clade, but contained three well-supported groups (13, 13a, and 14, Fig. 4 ). These 11 well-resolved groups were used in the assignment file for gsi. With the exception of clade 13, the gsi values were 1.0, with P-values ranging from 5.00E-05 to 1.25E-04, (Table 3) indicating taxonomic distinctiveness. The intra/inter distance ratios were low ( In a DNA barcoding context, the ability to accurately assign an unknown to one of these clades as measured by P ID(strict) or P ID(liberal) which ranges from 0.39 to 0.89 and 0.74 to 0.97, respectively, is questionable. Clades 3, 12, 13 and 14 had high values (.0.70) for both measures indicating a high probability of arriving at the correct assignment for an unknown as seen in Table 3 . The measure for P(RD) ranged from 0.05-1.0, indicating a range from complete distinctiveness to no distinctiveness and did not appear to correlate with any of the other measures. All of the P-values for the gsi statistic were significant for all 14 clades (Table 3 ). The GMYC results did not identify any additional groups representing of taxonomic distinctiveness (data not shown).
Discussion
Species delimitation, the process by which species boundaries are determined and new species are described, is not just a matter for theoretical consideration. Operational issues also fuel the debate as eloquently summarized by Sites and Marshall.
14 For areas such as the delivery of national biosecurity obligations, immediate practical implications exist when delimitation is unclear. This is becoming increasingly apparent with the adoption of DNA sequence analysis and the generation of large single-gene datasets for both taxonomic research 98 and diagnosis of high risk pest species. 99 The two species analysed here represent extremes of the taxonomic problems faced; one with a well-resolved phylogeny supporting large intra-specific variation (B. tabaci) and another with a poorly resolved phylogeny and limited genetic Evolutionary Bioinformatics 2012:8 note: Major clades are numbered and these numbers correspond to the first number in Tables 1 and 2 . Figure 2 with boxes around groups being tested using the species delimitation software implemented in the geneious plugin 91 and the gsi statistic. diversity that does not support the current sub-species divisions (L. dispar). By examining how different species delimitation measures affect the characterization of species boundaries within each of these datasets, the analyses revealed levels of distinctiveness within them that have implications for interpretation of the data in the context of the currently accepted taxonomy of these species. Much of this was not apparent from the commonly used K2P inter-species distance or PP.
Species delimitation of B. tabaci
The results suggest that for B. tabaci there is more taxonomic distinctiveness than previously reported.
63,69,70
Of particular interest from a biosecurity context are clades 8 and 9 ( Fig. 2 and supplemental data) which relate to the putative species MEAM1 and MED, 70 respectively. These are both globally invasive, resistant to a wide range of insecticides 100 and cause severe economic losses. 67 Within these, clade 8-6, (haplotypes from Yemen, Saudi Arabia, Iran and Kuwait) and clade 9-33 (haplotypes from France, China, Spain, Croatia, Sudan, Morocco, Uruguay, Egypt, Ghana, Cameroon, Crete, Algeria, Taiwan) are significant for five of the six measures of distinctiveness. Clade 8-6 is of particular biosecurity interest as none of the haplotypes that belong to this clade have so far been detected beyond what is regarded as part of the home range of MEAM1. Given the economic damage caused by other members of clade 8, measures need to be considered to prevent incursions by clade 8-6. In contrast, clade 9-33 is made up of haplotypes from the presumed home range, Algeria, Croatia, Egypt, Morocco, Spain and possibly France and Sudan and those which have already spread over the past 10 years to countries outside the Mediterranean Basin home range to Cameroon, China, Ghana, Taiwan and Uruguay. 101 Therefore, despite the concern that mtCOI DNA is not necessarily adequate as a sole source of species-defining data, 102,103 the level and consistency of distinctiveness here indicates these groups should be investigated further for possible "species" status using an integrative taxonomy approach. 104 Importantly, neither clade 8-6 nor 9-33 have significant K2P distances and would be overlooked if relying on standard DNA barcoding species delimitation practices.
However, elevation of these new groups to "species" status would have major impacts on the regulation of these new species from growers, governmental agencies, chemical companies, etc, in this large range of countries as well as their trading partners. Every country has protocols in place for handling B. tabaci (s.l.). Thus creating more species names for this group would force the generation of additional protocols and strategies for handling the "new" species and for trade compliance documentation and measures to be modified. There may also be flow on effects to chemical companies that manufacture and market pesticides for use against B.tabaci (s.l.). Here, there may be the additional need to confirm efficacy of their products against every species. While it is premature to recommend the description of additional species based on the analysis of a single locus, [105] [106] [107] in the case of B. tabaci, the literature surrounding the biology and taxonomy all point to the presence of multiple species (see review 63, 73 ) and this study adds further weight to the argument that B. tabaci is most likely a complex of numerous cryptic species and that any other explanation is less parsimonious.
Species delimitation of L. dispar
The mtCOI data is useful, based on standard PP for identifying L. dispar dispar (Clade 12- Fig. 4 and Table 3 ), but not for delineating the taxonomically recognized subspecies L. dispar asiactica and L. dispar japonica. 81 Similarly, utilizing the P ID(strict) and P ID(liberal) measures described in Ross et al 31 provides relatively high confidence, with 0.86 and 0.96 probability respectively, of correct identification if the unknown is either in this group or sister to it. In contrast, clades for the other two subspecies L. dispar asiatica and L. dispar japonica are not recovered with these more rigorous statistical tests (eg, Mr Bayes). This has implications for interpretation of past reports which provided no clade support 64 or rigorous forms of assessing branch support, 108 therefore possibly misleading users of the K2P distance and DNA barcoding for these subspecies. Here the lack of variation and resolution in the L. dispar phylogeny demonstrates the drawbacks of utilizing mtCOI alone for delimiting the three subspecies and other genes with more phylogenetic signal need to be used. On the other hand, there are other clades that exhibit substantial taxonomic distinctiveness (1 and 2 and 14, Table 3 ), and might form a better basis from which to guide future taxonomic revisions. Delimiting L. dispar s.l. within the genus is, however, accomplished with this gene region. 16, 109 Therefore it remains a useful first approach in biosecurity for distinguishing it from other pest tussock moth species when immature life stages are intercepted, with Evolutionary Bioinformatics 2012:8 no clues as to subsequent adult morphology, plant host preference or geographic origin.
Discordance in species distinctiveness measures
So where do you draw the "species" line on a phylogeny? This question has been addressed with multiple methods, 4, 5, 17, 28, 29, 97, [110] [111] [112] all with varying degrees of success, including four of the measures MrBayes phylogeny for Lymantria dispar generated using 8 million generations, trees sampled every 100 generations and 25% discarded as burnin. notes: Boxed individual and assigned numbers correspond to Table 3 . The decoder for the "+" and "-" is as follows: K2P distance/P(rD)/posterior probability/P(AB)/gsi. An example of all measures indicating species distinctiveness would look like +/+/+/+/+ on the figure. Significance was determined by: .1% difference/.0.05/.0.70/ the Bonferroni correction described in the methods section.
used in this study, P(AB), P(RD), gsi and GMYC. In reality, many systematists also rely heavily on either bootstrap support or posterior probability or both as clade support to delineate species. A direct comparison of all these methods with data for the two cases analysed here revealed no consistency between any com-PP, Rosenberg's P(AB), Rodrigo's P(RD) and the gsi statistic and associated P-values (Tables 1-3 ).
bination of interspecies distance (based on the K2P), To understand this, it is important to consider the assumptions and different questions being asked of these measures. Clade support (PP) is data-driven and is a measure of how strongly the data support the particular clade. In contrast, the P(AB) and gsi Table 3 . L. dispar species distinctiveness measures generated from the geneious plugin 91 and the gsi software. Table 2 describing the measures included. Table 4 . Summary of supported clades from previously suggested groupings and results presented here. B. tabaci were based on 4+ out of 5 statistical measures; L. dispar based on 3 out of 5 due to P(AB) being unable to be calculated for the majority of clades due to the unresolved phylogeny.
Before
Revised measures are dependent on the estimated tree topology and on the data only through the estimated tree. More specifically, the null hypothesis for both P(AB) and P(RD) is based on panmixis. As a test for cryptic species identification or species distinctiveness, they are based on the coalescent 113 and can be applied to genetic data from one locus. P(RD) is defined as the probability of an observed degree of distinctiveness. The first step is calculating M, which is the sum of the intervals spanning the node to the tips (the "species defining node") and the sum of lengths of the intervals between the node and the root. Here a P-value for this measure of less than 0.05 indicates that the focal group has branching significantly different to what would be expected under the coalescent process, ie, the lineage is not conforming to the Wright-Fisher model and therefore a cryptic species is present. For B. tabaci the majority of clades tested for distinctiveness had P(RD) P-values lower than 0.05, indicating the rejection of panmixis and the possibility of mating restrictions indicative of separate species. For L. dispar, there were also a few clades with a P(RD) P-value of less than 0.05 indicating the possibility that cryptic species are present, although these did not correlate with the taxonomically defined subspecies units. However, generally, the measure P(RD) was overly sensitive to detecting taxonomic distinctiveness for our data compared to the other measures. This over-estimation of statistical significance, which had already been predicted by Rodrigo et al, 2 misleadingly indicates the presence of cryptic species due to the fact that only one of many possible coalescent models is utilized in the calculations. Rodrigo et al 2 suggest an a posteriori correction of the level of significance is needed and an uncorrected P-value will be too liberal, and this is exactly what is seen in Tables 1-3. In contrast, the gsi can track divergence before complete monophyly and is therefore good for looking at distinctiveness amongst "young" species. 3 The gsi is an estimate of the degree of exclusive ancestry of individuals in predefined groups on rooted trees. Both of the datasets included in this study had large sample sizes lending to the utility of the gsi and rejection of the null hypothesis indicating species distinctiveness. The gsi was the only measure in this study that supported distinctiveness of all of the clades in the L. dispar phylogeny. In contrast, these recent divergences were not detected with the more conservative measure of P(AB), where only two clades were significant, these included samples from Slovakia, Russia, Tunisia, and Austria, and P(RD), where five clades were significant. Of these, the most conservative approach to assessing species distinctiveness is the reciprocal monophyly described by P(AB) in Rosenberg.
1 Here the null hypothesis is that monophyly is a chance outcome of random branching and can be rejected at P , 10
. The B. tabaci dataset presented here clearly has enough variation supporting the recognition of several groups being reciprocally monophyletic and therefore distinct compared to what has been previously proposed (Table 4) , whereas the L. dispar dataset had only two groups with a significant P(AB), clades 1 and 2 (Table 3) .
One further set of assumptions that need to be considered in cases such as these relate to the idiosyncrasies of mitochondrial DNA evolution. Characteristics such as its susceptibility to selective sweeps, hybrid introgression and ancestral polymorphism contribute to the questionable use of mtDNA as an ideal genetic marker. 114 Selective sweeps effectively reduce intraspecific variation, thereby making the 'gap' between intra-and inter-specific diversity more pronounced, enhancing the appearance of discrete taxa. Bacterial endosymbiont-induced selective sweeps have been suggested as a mechanism for speciation in the B. tabaci 115 this hypothesis seems less plausible as available evidence shows that most studies exploring mating between different members of the complex are unable to copulate 77 making it highly unlikely that selective sweeps are involved in B. tabaci evolution. Conversely, homogenization through hybrid introgression and ancestral polymorphism effectively reduces mtDNA inter-specific variation resulting in an apparent lack of distinction among otherwise biologically distinct sub-species groups, possibly in the case here of L. dispar. Introgression has been reported for other Lepidoptera (examples given in 116 ), however, as it is the female Lepidoptera that are the heterogametic sex and would exhibit reduced viability as hybrids, and assuming mtDNA to be largely maternally inherited, introgression may not be as important as shared ancestral polymorphisms producing the same effect. Each of these senario's could be elucidated by comparison to data from multiple nuclear markers (eg, 117 ) and emphasises the need ultimately for a mulitlocus, integrated taxonomic approach. Barcoding combined with the 'tip-to-root' analytical approach does have the potential to reveal evolutionary units and potential new species at a faster rate and can be followed up by taxonomists. Therefore, incorporating the approaches developed here into an integrative workflow, such as that proposed by Padial et al 104 for assessing "candidate species", is ideally needed to underpin subsequent use of such datasets in a biosecurity setting.
So to answer the question of where to draw the line, perhaps, where five of the six taxonomic distinctiveness measures are significant the nominated clades could be the focus of further studies to verify their "species" status. For the test cases here, a guide based on comparison of previously proposed taxonomic groups with the tip to root approach described in this study is presented in Table 4 .
Practical suggestions
There is an increasing body of literature that supports the need to include multiple genes to generate a species tree. However, the reality for biosecurity applications is that for the near future at least, DNA barcode-type approaches based on use of a single gene are becoming a practical option for distinguishing species of biosecurity concern. Although less vulnerable to blind false negative and false positive results than alternative species 'specific' PCR and RFLP-based methods of identification, it is equally susceptible to incomplete taxonomic knowledge and/or gene regions that poorly reflect the species delimitations. There is clearly a need to bridge this gap by taking advantage of the recent advances in species tree estimation 38,39,41,118 from multiple gene trees. This would serve the main goals of NPPOs (National Plant Protection Organisations) to protect the commodities within their borders from unknown non-native invasive pests 119 much more effectively. Unfortunately, as Figure 5 outlines, the decision making process would require diagnosticians to be skilled in the current taxonomy of individual groups, species concepts, DNA barcoding, phylogenetic methods, gene tree versus species tree, etc.; a daunting prospect and an impractical resource for all potential species threats. Also, the time to collect data from multiple genes, carry out an analysis (eg, BEST 41 can take months for the chains to converge) and then perform the additional step of assessing species delimitation measures is inappropriately time consuming; relying on availability and M o re g e n e s Figure 5 . Outline of the decision making process for identifying an unknown intercept at the border illustrating the incompatibility between undertaking rigorous species delimitation process and requiring species identification within 24 hours.
Evolutionary Bioinformatics 2012:8 use of multiple genes is simply not a feasible option in most biosecurity circumstances.
Where do we go from here? The six species distinctiveness measures described here are all dependent on the phylogeny. Having a reliable robust phylogeny that has been rigorously tested using all phylogenetic techniques available is ideally the first step in testing for species distinctiveness and ultimately identification. In cases of significant importance to biosecurity, such as cryptic species where the taxonomy is not clear, relying solely on clade support may be severely misleading as to the taxa that are actually distinct. The mtCOI region is a viable option for accurately identifying B. tabaci s.l., though clearly the taxonomy has to catch-up with the genetic diversity that exists within this "species". Conversely, in cases like L. dispar where the taxonomy based on morphology and behavioral characters appears to be describing more diversity than is apparent from the mtCOI region, additional gene regions need to be analyzed to confirm if multiple species are present or not. It is important that users and developers of the methodology for estimating both gene tree and species tree realize the impacts that such methods could have on global trade. Similarly, the regulators need to recognize that utilizing one gene may not provide the power of resolution needed to robustly delimit species. Future directions for biosecurity focused research might include scrutinizing similar phylogenies of other pests besides B. tabaci and L. dispar that are listed amongst 100 of the most invasive species (http://www.issg. org/database/species/search.asp?st=100ss). Where DNA barcoding fails to provide useful information for species level identification these could easily, through implementation of the tools in Geneious, be targeted for multiple gene analyses and more sophisticated species tree generation and analysis tools.
While DNA methods of delimitation are more amenable to quantitative analysis than morphological data, the defensibility of decisions based on sequence-similarity of an unknown within a gene tree is very much dependent on how well the species are delimited by that data in the first place. Ideally, a framework of statistically supported clades (as we have described here) against which assignments of unknown specimens could be more confidently made would assist regulatory agencies in decision making.
In terms of species delimitation, it is recommended to consider several species delimitation measures before making decisions on species boundaries. In our case we implemented the strategy of five out of six (B. tabaci) and four out of six (L. dispar) of the measures being significant for taxonomic distinctiveness analyses to question current descriptions. Keeping in mind that the order of which the measures detect taxonomic distinctiveness is as follow P(RD) . GMYC . gsi . P(AB) . PP . K2P ( Table 2 ), meaning that P(RD) was the most liberal measure and K2P interspecies distance the most conservative. Solely relying on the K2P interspecies distance or PP is going to underestimate taxonomic distinctiveness. Once species delimitation is investigated (as described above) assignment of an unknown can proceed. It is recommended by Ross et al, 31 based on a simulation study, that for correct identification of an unknown where the species has not been included in the reference data set, relying on the strict P(ID) described above coupled with a distance threshold decreases the chance for false positive identification. Most of this (species delimitation and identification) is easily implemented in a user friendly Geneious plugin, 91 gsi and GMYC being the exceptions.
• A novel approach ("tip to root") to delineate species objectively is described herein; this approach can be effectively applied to any phylogeny.
• K2P genetic distances alone do not identify all taxonomic distinctiveness present in a given phylogeny;
other measures such as P(AB), P(RD), gsi and GMYC are more useful in identifying taxonomic distinctiveness.
• A consensus of such analyses statistically supported five more distinct clades within the Bemisia tabaci mtDNA phylogeny than are taxonomically described to date, while delineation of Lymantria dispar subspecies remains problematic due to lack of phylogenetic resolution.
• As part of the regulation of trade under international biosecurity arrangements, the capacity to delimit species using DNA data, will have a direct bearing on whether trade takes place and will represent a significant departure from the current processes which are mostly reliant of morphological separation.
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